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ATAR YEAR 11 Biology 
UNIT 1 
 

Topic: Populations 

Duration: 3 weeks  

This resource package includes learning materials for the Biology ATAR Year 11 course, with a 
focus on the Unit 3 Topic; Populations. It includes an outline, activities and exam questions based 
on: 

1. populations 
2. population density 
3. distribution 
4. causes of population change 
5. carrying capacity 
6. ecosystem surveying techniques 
7. keystone species 
8. competitive exclusion principle and fire. 

This package is designed to support the program you are completing at your school. If you require 
feedback while completing this package, please consult your teacher.  
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Syllabus Points Covered 

Source: School Curriculum and Standards Authority, Biology ATAR Course, Year 11 Syllabus  
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/10405/Biology-Y11-Syllabus-AC-ATARGD.pdf  

Ecosystem Dynamics 

Science Understanding 

• the dynamic nature of populations influence population size, density, composition and 
distribution 

• ecosystems have carrying capacities that limit the number of organisms (within 
populations) they support, and can be impacted by changes to abiotic and biotic factors, 
including climatic events 

• keystone species play a critical role in maintaining the structure of the community; the 
impact of a reduction in numbers or the disappearance of keystone species on an 
ecosystem is greater than would be expected, based on their relative abundance or total 
biomass 

• species or populations, including those of microorganisms, fill specific ecological niches; 
the competitive exclusion principle postulates that no two species can occupy the same 
niche in the same environment for an extended period of time 

• fire is a dynamic factor in Australian ecosystems and has different effects on biodiversity. 

Science Inquiry Skills 

• conduct investigations, including using ecosystem surveying techniques (quadrats, line 
transects and capture-recapture) safely, competently and methodically for the collection 
of valid and reliable data 

• represent data in meaningful and useful ways; organise and analyse data to identify 
trends, patterns and relationships; qualitatively describe sources of measurement error, 
and uncertainty and limitations in data; and select, synthesise and use evidence to make 
and justify conclusions 

• interpret a range of scientific and media texts, and evaluate processes, claims and 
conclusions by considering the quality of available evidence; and use reasoning to 
construct scientific arguments 

Science as a Human Endeavour 

• keystone species theory has informed many conservation strategies. However, there are 
differing views about the effectiveness of single-species conservation in maintaining 
complex ecosystem dynamics 
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Workbook: Notes, terminology and Activities 

This section of the package provides some notes and definitions to important terminology. Read 
them carefully and then complete the activities. You will find answers to the activities at the end 
of this package.  

It is recommended that you supplement the content in this package with your own research and 
information from your textbook or the internet. Create topic summaries as you go. You may like 
to present the summaries as a mind map. Visit Learning Fundamentals to learn how to mind 
map. Weblink: https://learningfundamentals.com.au/dont-understand-something-break-it-
down-with-mindmaps/ (Accessed 2/4/20) 

 

Populations 

Living things of the same species often exist together in groups or populations. Population size and 
distribution can be affected by other populations and abiotic factors. 

Check out a population of deer on the move at https://www.ngssphenomena.com/#/deer-
migration/ 

 

Population measurement 

Density 
Population density is defined as the number of individuals per unit area. We can calculate 
population density using the formula below. 

Density = number of a particular species  ÷  total area sampled 

Knowing the density of a population is useful when studying a population in its natural habitat. 

 

Distribution 

Distribution is the geographic extent or spread of a particular species. Distribution depends on 
several factors such as environmental conditions, (soil type) and relationships with other 
organisms (predator/prey).  

 

Causes of population change 

Depending on the density of a population, factors such as relationships vary in their effect.  
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Density dependent factors 

Factors that affect a population as it increases in size are density dependent. Competition for 
available resources causes change in dense populations. A high population density usually results 
in overcrowding, with too many individuals competing for resources such as food and water. 

Disease and parasites are density dependent factors that affect population size. 

 

Density independent factors 

Factors which are unaffected by a population’s density are considered density independent. 
Examples include drought, temperature or fire. 

Any factor that causes change to a population, regardless of its density is density independent. 
Natural disasters are a good example as a flood or violent storm will usually kill individuals from 
small or large populations. 

 

Activity - Density and distribution 

Visit the website Bozeman Science Population Ecology and watch the video where Paul Andersen 
explains how the study of population ecology involves the density, distribution, size, sex ratio and 
age structure of populations. Intrinsic growth rate and exponential growth calculations are 
included along with a discussion of logistic growth. 

Weblink (Accessed 2/4/20): http://www.bozemanscience.com/ap-es-012-population-ecology 

 
1. Build a Concept Map to summarise the main points discussed in the video: 
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2. To understand the term mapping distribution, visit the Project Numbat website and view the 
map. Weblink (Accessed 2/4/20): http://www.numbat.org.au/where  
 
Sketch the map of the previous and present numbat distributions. 

 

 

 

 

 
3. Although the Arum Lily, Zantedeschia aethiopica, has attractive flowers, it is considered a 

widespread weed in Western Australia and has even spread to some offshore islands. 
Visit the WA Government Arum Lily website and review the information and graphics 
presented. 
 
Weblink (Accessed 2/4/20): https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/declared-plants/arum-lily-declared-
pest 

The Arum Lily is toxic to animals and a local 
ecologist is concerned as arum lilies have been 
identified in an area not far from a settlement. 
The ecologist wishes to establish the extent of 
infestation before starting a program to 
eradicate the weed. 

The ecologist has set a grid of quadrats in a plot 
(50 metres x 50 metres) in the area where the 
arum lilies have been identified.  

The data is shown in the grid opposite. 

 

 
a) Calculate the density of Arum lilies in the grid area. Show your working. 

 

 

 

 

Density = total area sampled 
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b) The ecologist then pegged a transect along line x-y. Calculate the length of cord that would 
be needed to ‘draw’ a transect line along x-y. 

 

 

 

c) Sketch a transect profile along x-y, showing the distribution of Arum lilies. 

 

 

 

d) Suggest one factor which may influence the distribution of the Arum Lily.  

 

 

 

e) Explain how the ecologist could increase the reliability of the conclusions about the factors 
affecting distribution of the Arum Lily. 
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Activity - Population growth 

A population grows in size under ideal conditions. Models can be used to predict what could 
happen to a real population over time. An example is provided below. 

Under ideal conditions, bacteria reproduce by binary fission every 20 minutes. 

In the model below, if each individual bacterium divides to produce two offspring, the population 
will double with each generation. Starting at time zero, with a single bacterium, 10 generations 
will produce 1024 individuals after 200 minutes, as shown below. 

Generation    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Total per 
generation    

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 

 

Plot the data as a graph using the grid below. 

Bacterial population growth 
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Exponential growth 

Check that your graph of the bacterial growth data has a ‘J-shaped’ curve as shown below. 

Population growth against time under ideal conditions 

 

 

Trace your pencil along the plotted line. You find the curve slopes up gradually at first and then 
gets steeper as the population doubles with time. This unlimited growth pattern is called 
exponential growth and assumes there are not any restraints on population growth. All 
populations are capable of exponential growth; however, the size of a population is limited by 
many factors. 

 

Limits on population growth 

A model population, such as bacteria grown under ideal conditions, does not always take into 
account factors that may limit growth in a population. The growth curve would take on a different 
shape if all the factors which affect a population came into effect. 

Some of the factors affecting the growth of a population are listed below. 

Biotic factors Abiotic factors 
Competition 
Predation 
Parasites 
Disease 
Food Availability 
Faecal matter 

Weather and climate 
Habitat disruption 
Light intensity 
Soil type 
Soil moisture 
Temperature 
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Carrying capacity 

Visit the weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.ngssphenomena.com/#/coyote-badger/   

Watch a very short clip of a coyote and a badger using a culvert together to pass under a road. This 
may help you understand the concept of carrying capacity. 

For any given population, the maximum number of individuals that the environment can sustain is 
called the ‘carrying capacity’. As the carrying capacity is reached, the number of births equals the 
number of deaths and a growth curve takes on an S-shape (sigmoidal) as shown below.  

 

Population growth against time under limited conditions 

 
 

 

Activity - Carrying capacity 

Refer to your textbook, and/or visit the Bozeman Science website on Carrying Capacity: 

Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20):  http://www.bozemanscience.com/logistic-
growth?rq=Carrying%20capacity 

On the Bozeman Science website, Paul Andersen explains how populations eventually reach a 
carrying capacity in logistic growth. He begins with a brief discussion of population size (N), growth 
rate (r) and exponential growth. He then explains how density dependent limiting factors 
eventually decrease the growth rate until a population reaches a carrying capacity (K). 

Review the graphic above: Population growth against time under limited conditions. Then answer 
the following three questions based on this graphic. 

1. Describe what the arrow points to in terms of growth rate. 
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2. Explain the conditions under which a population growth curve would follow an exponential 
growth pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Explain what limits population growth to a certain level. Consider why S-shaped curves of 
population growth exist. 
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Activity - Real population growth 

What happens to the growth of a real population over time? An example is provided below. 

Bee population study 

Bee colonies are established when a group of bees, led by a queen bee, leave an old colony. The 
following data is from a 20-week study of the number of bees in a colony since time of 
establishment. 

1. Plot the data on the grid provided 
 

 
 

Week Number 
of bees 

0 500 

2 1 500 

4 4 000 

6 12 000 

8 24 000 

10 35 000 

12 45 000 

14 38 000 

16 48 000 

Changes in bee population numbers over time 

 

 
2. Use your graph to explain the growth pattern of the bee population for the following time 

periods: 

Week 0-10 

 

 

Week 11–20 
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Activity - Population growth activity 

1. Match the words to their correct definition in the table below. 

carrying capacity producers spreading fire disease 

population competition limiting factors  

 

Term Definition 

 The organisms that provide energy for an ecosystem 

 
A group of organisms of the same species living in the same 
area at a particular time. 

 Biotic factor that may affect population growth.  

 
The relationship between organisms of the same or 
different species going after the same resources. 

 Conditions in the environment that limit population growth. 

 Factor which is unaffected by the density of the population. 

 
The maximum population size that an ecosystem can 
support. 

 

2. Describe the type of data needed to be able to predict the growth pattern of a population. 
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3. Name four different examples of population growth limiting factors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. Consider a predator/prey relationship like the coyote/badger example in the clip above. 

Assume the prey population size remains constant from year to year, except for one year, 
where there is marked change in the prey population. Give three examples of factors or 
situations that could cause this. 
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Population calculations 

Revisit the Bozeman Science Population Ecology website: Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): 
http://www.bozemanscience.com/ap-es-012-population-ecology 

Review the video in which Paul Andersen explains how the study of population ecology involves 
the density, distribution, size, sex ratio, and age structure of populations. Intrinsic growth rate and 
exponential growth calculations are included along with a discussion of logistic growth. 

Factors affecting population variations: 
• Organisms may leave a population by immigration or death. 
• Organisms may enter a population by emigration or birth. 
• Birth, death, immigration and emigration are the determiners of population density. 

 

A population’s overall change in numbers is provided by subtracting those that leave from those 
that arrive, as shown in the equation below. 

(births + immigration) − (deaths + emigration) 

 

The overall change converts into a rate of change (r) by including a period of time such as a year 
and using a standard number of individuals, usually one thousand. This is to enable comparisons 
between populations to be simplified and standardised. 

r = (b + i) − (d + e) 

 

The letters in the above equation represent: 

(b) birth rate – the number born per 1 000 per year 

(d) death rate – the number dying per 1 000 per year 

(i) immigration rate – the number entering the population per 1 000 per year  

(e) emigration rate – the number leaving the population per 1 000 per year. 
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Worked example - Population calculations 

In one year, a population of 200 Black Swans, Cygnus atratus, raised 100 chicks. During the same 
time, 10 birds moved into the area while 80 birds died and 5 left. 

 
A family of Black Swans | Photo Credit: CJ Morritt 

 

Calculate the overall change for this population. 

Step 1: calculate the overall change. 

 The overall change = (births + immigration) − (deaths + emigration) 

 = (100 + 10) − (80 + 5) = 25 birds were added to the population of 200. 

 

Calculate the overall rate of change for this population. 

Step 2: calculate the overall rate of change and then convert it into a number (per thousand per 
year). 

 The rate of change for 200 birds is 25. (From Step 1) 

The overall rate of change for this population is 125 birds per thousand per year.  
Thus a population of 1,000 birds will add an extra 125 birds to its population each year. 

 The overall rate of change for 1,000 birds  =  25 × 1 000 ÷ 200  =  125 

 

 

Note: 

• A positive value indicates the population is growing. 
• A negative rate indicates the population is declining. 
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Activity - Population rate of change 

Remember to show all steps in your working out.  

1. In a population of 4 000 silver gulls, Larus novaehollandiae, 1 700 individuals died, 300 
migrated out of the area, 600 moved in and 800 were born during the same year. 
a) Calculate the overall change for this population.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b) What was the overall rate of change of the gull population per thousand during the 

year? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Based on your calculations, is the gull population declining? 
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2. During one year, 280 kangaroos were born into a population, 69 immigrated, 82 emigrated 
and 93 died. Calculate the overall change and show your calculation. 
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Activity - Mouse population study  

The following data relates to monthly estimates of numbers of mice in an abandoned barn, 
observed for seven consecutive months. Draw a graph to show the population change of mice 
over the seven-month period on the grid provided and then answer the following questions. 

Month May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 

Estimated mouse 
numbers 50 75 105 70 95 120 115 
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1. What was the overall change to the mouse population during the period observed? 

 

 

 

2. Between which two months was the rate of change of the population size greatest? 

 

 

 

3. If 55 mice moved into the barn during the period observed; 20 emigrated and 25 mice 
died, how many mice were born? (Using the equation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What would be the likely growth pattern of this population if all predators were destroyed 
before July and adequate food was available? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. What would happen if the available water was drastically reduced early in the growth of 
the population? Graph your prediction using a dotted line on your original set of axes. 
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Ecosystem Surveying Techniques 

Capture-recapture 

In animal population studies, the capture-recapture method is often used to estimate the 
number of individuals in a population. 

A specific number of individuals from the population being studied are captured and labelled 
(tagged) before being released back into the population. 

After enough time has elapsed for the animals to disperse a second sample of the population is 
captured and the number of tagged individuals noted. 

From this data, the density of the population can be calculated. 

 

Watch the video Estimating Animal Populations to understand how to do Ecosystem Surveying 
Techniques. Click the following link and fast forward to 1 minute 36 seconds.   

Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWpQvwVcPRM 

As you watch, make notes from the information regarding the capture-recapture (capture-mark-
recapture) method, before completing the activity on capture-recapture. The demonstrator is 
using beans. You may do this with matches. 

 

Activity - Capture-recapture activity 

To complete this activity, you will need: 

• a box of matches 
• a felt pen. 

 

a) Remove 10 matches from the box and mark them with a 
felt pen. 

b) Return the marked matches to the box. 
c) Shake the box to mix up the matches. 
d) Remove 20 matches from the box and count the number of 

marked matches, recording the number of marked matches 
in the table in Step E. 

 

 

Photo credit: CJMorritt 
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e) Estimate the size of the match population (N) using the formula: 

𝑁𝑁 =
𝑛𝑛1 𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛2
𝑚𝑚

 

 

    n1 = the first catch of 10 marked matches. 

    n2 = the second catch of 20 matches. 

    m = the number of marked matches in the second catch. 

 

Repeat this process three more times and record your results in the table below. 

Sample 1 2 3 4 

n1 x n2 10 x 20    

m     

estimated match population: 

 

    

 

Questions: 

1. a) Count how many matches are actually in the box. (This is so that you can compare with 
the estimated population of matches.) 

 

 

b) Compare this figure with the estimated size of the match population. 

 

 

  

n1x n2N =
m
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2. In a population study of Corellas, 
nine were caught, tagged and 
released. At a later date, fresh mist 
traps were set and a total of twelve 
Corellas were caught, six of which 
had tags. 

  
Part of a Corella population in Padbury, WA | Photo 
credit: CJ Morritt 

 

   Calculate the population size at this time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In order to manage fish stocks, it is important to estimate the size of the population at a given 
time. In a population study of the Tasmanian rainbow trout, 77 rainbow trout were caught, 
tagged and released from one lake. Several days later, 92 were caught, 32 of which had tags. 
Estimate the size of the trout population at this time. 
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4. View the YouTube video What Is Environmental Sampling? | Ecology & Environment | Biology | 
FuseSchool, which discusses animal and plant populations, and sampling techniques. Weblink 
(Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLX76gdXgTA  
Answer the following questions, based on the video: 

 
A. Give two reasons why an ecologist would need to measure the number of individuals in an 

animal or plant population.  

 

 

 

 

 

B. Explain why ecologists use sampling techniques when measuring populations. 

 

 

 

 

 

C. List five factors should be considered when deciding on a sampling technique to estimate 
population size or density. Give reasons for your answer.  
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D. State which method would bed use to estimate or identify each of the following. Give a 
reason for your choice of method for each question. 
a) The population of an Australian endangered mammal such as the western barred 

bandicoot. 

 

 

 

b) The population density of red-necked stints on the shore. 

 

 

 

c) The population of quokkas on Rottnest Island.  

 

 

 

d) The species of phytoplankton present in the open ocean. 

 

 

 

e) The density of a population of sedentary animals such as coral. 

 

 

 

f) The number of species of small birds present in a woodland. 
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Keystone species 

Use your textbook or internet resources further support your understanding of the content below. 

A keystone is the stone at the top of an arch that supports the other stones and prevents the arch 
from collapsing. 

 

In biology, a keystone species plays a critical role in maintaining the structure of a community.  

For a definition and examples of the concept of keystones species, watch the YouTube video 
Keystone Species and Their Role in Ecosystems. 

Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IWw8Ruz8Uo 

A reduction in numbers or the disappearance of keystone species could have profound 
implications for an entire ecosystem. 

The Southern Cassowary is a keystone species of Australia. Cassowaries aid seed dispersal as they 
feed on the large fruit of the many rainforest plants species 

Other examples of keystone species include: 

• Sea otters 
Sea otters feed on sea urchins which would otherwise reduce the kelp forests as they chew 
through the holdfast. Kelp provide a habitat for fish and shellfish such as abalone. 
 

• The acorn banksia Banksia prionotes 
In Western Australia, at a certain time of the year, acorn banksias are the only source of 
nectar for honeyeaters. Honeyeaters play an important role in the pollination of many 
plant species. The loss of the acorn banksia could affect the honeyeater population, which 
would affect the rest of the ecosystem. 
 

• Elephants 
In the African savannah, elephants destroy trees making room and light available for grass. 
Without the elephants, much of the savannah would turn into woodland. 
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Activity - Keystone species 

Learn about the Cassowary by: 

• Viewing the YouTube video Keystone Cassowary Conservation  
Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=72&v=aD5H3zn3nBs&feature=emb_logo  

• Visiting the Queensland Government website about The Southern Cassowary (Casuarius 
casuarius johnsonii)  
Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://environment.des.qld.gov.au/wildlife/threatened-
species/endangered/cassowary 

The Southern Cassowary (Casuarius casuarius johnsonii) is a large, flightless bird native to 
Australia. It is thought that there are only 1500 southern cassowaries living in the coastal 
rainforests of far north Queensland. 

Questions: 

1. Explain why the Southern Cassowary is considered to be a keystone species in the 
maintenance of the rainforest biodiversity. 

 

 

 

 

2. The status of the Southern Cassowary is endangered. It is considered at high risk of 
extinction in the wild.  Discuss the threats to the survival of the Southern Cassowary in 
Queensland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Discuss the management strategies being used to assist in the recovery of the Southern 
Cassowary in Queensland. 
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The competitive exclusion principle 

Organisms in the same environment usually occupy different areas, or ecological niches, 
depending on the availability of resources and competitors. 

However, some species may be found in the same niche and can coexist provided there are some 
differences in lifestyle. 

For example, several closely related bird species may occupy the same tree but live and feed at 
different levels. Insect-eating birds and nectar-eating birds can both occupy the same Grevillea 
bush because they are feeding on different food sources. 

The competitive exclusion principle, or Gause’s Law, postulates that no two species can occupy 
the same niche in the same environment for an extended period of time. 

For example, two closely related species, A and B, occupying the same niche may compete for the 
same food source. If species A has a competitive advantage over species B, say to obtain food, it 
may limit growth in the population of species B. 

Because both species occupy similar niches, they cannot live in the same area because they 
compete for the same resources. 

Watch a short YouTube video on the Competitive Exclusion Principle.  
Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZ_up40FZVw  

 

 

Activity - The competitive exclusion principle 

1. Gause’s principle has been paraphrased in the maxim "complete competitors cannot 
coexist". From your knowledge, reading and viewing of the competitive exclusion principle, 
briefly explain this phrase. Give an example. 
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Fire 

Fire is a dynamic factor in Australian ecosystems and has different effects on biodiversity. 

Intense bushfires are a threat to biodiversity because they destroy habitats, kill many animals and 
plants, generate huge clouds of smoke and ash and release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 
Fire-fighters use prescribed burning to reduce the chance of a major bushfire occurring. 

 

Activity – Fire 

Visit the following websites: 

• Australian Government website: Applying geoscience to Australia's most important 
challenges  
Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/community-
safety/bushfire 

• Kings Park and Botanic Gardens  
Weblink (Accessed 6/4/20): https://www.bgpa.wa.gov.au/about-
us/conservation/research/seed-conservation/2479-smoke-to-sow-and-grow  

Refer to these websites to answer the following questions: 

Causes 

1. List the different causes of fire in ecosystems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consequences  

2. Fire has been a natural part of most Australian Ecosystems. Describe some negative 
biological consequences of fire in terms of biodiversity. 
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3. Fire has been a natural part of most Australian Ecosystems. Describe positive biological 
consequences of fire in terms of the following features of fire. 

heat released 
from fires 

 

release of 
ethylene gas 

 

smoke released 
from fires 

 

nutrients 
released in the 
ash 

 

reduction in the 
fuel load 
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Learning Tactic – Populations Glossary 

For each topic you need to build a glossary of key words or terms. Key words and terms are used 
for concepts within the topic you are studying. 

You need to use these key words and terms to demonstrate that you understand the concepts 
studied. 

1. Find the objectives for this Topic. Key words have been written in bold. 

2. List these bold words in the left-hand column of the Glossary Table below. Place your 
cursor in the last cell and press tab to add extra rows.  

3. Use your textbook or the internet to write a definition and 

4. Draw a diagram to help you remember this term 

5. Continue working through this document and list other keywords and terms that appear in 
bold text. Repeat steps 3 and 4. 

6. Re-read this document and add any other key terms that you do not understand yet. 

7. Copy and paste the template below to complete your glossary.  

 

Concept, Term 
or Vocabulary Description Draw it / Apply it 
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Learning Tactic - Concept Mapping Populations 

Figure 1 below shows an example of a concept map. It is a description of a nutrient called resistant 
starch. To read it, start in the middle and read along each arrow in turn. You should be able to 
write a paragraph describing resistant starch. 

 
Figure 1: Concept map constructed during reading text on resistant starch 
Image supplied by: CJMorritt 

 

Now you have a go at building a concept map for this topic. 

1. Go back to the syllabus dot points for this Topic, located at the beginning of this document. 

2. For each syllabus dot point: 

a) Write out the syllabus dot point 

b) Pick out the key terms or concepts from the syllabus dot points and arrange them on a 
page. 

c) Draw arrows between the ideas that are related. 

d) Complete a sentence along the arrow to show the relationship between the key words or 
concepts. 

 

3. When you have finished the concept map you should be able to write a paragraph, or two 
using it as a guide. 
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Practice Examination Questions 

This section of the package includes some practice examination questions to assist your 
understanding. Complete the questions and check your answers against the solutions at the end 
of this package. 

 

Year 11 ATAR Human Biology 2020 | Topic: Populations 

Question 1             

Biology students on a field trip to a local wetland took part in an activity to investigate an invasive 
weed, Giant reed (Arundo donax). 

They counted 142 individuals in ten (10) x 1m2 quadrats. 

a) Calculate the average population density of the Giant reed. Show full working. (3 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Explain why different collection methods are used when measuring organism abundance. Give 
examples in your answer. (4 marks) 
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Question 2             

Two biologists needed to estimate the population size of the Silver Eye (Zosterops lateralis) bird 
population living in a local woodland. They caught some Silver Eyes with a net (Sample 1), placed a 
coloured band on each bird’s leg and then released them from where they had been caught. The 
following week they returned and caught more Silver Eyes (Sample 2). 

Some of the captured Silver Eyes had a coloured band from the first sampling and some did not. 
The results are shown below. 
 

 Numbers of Silver Eyes caught 
 Sample 1 Sample 2 
Number of captured 
Silver Eyes without band 

0 6 

Number of captured 
Silver Eyes with band 

8 4 

Total 8 10 
 

From the data above the population size of the Silver Eyes can be calculated using the formula: 

𝑁𝑁 =
𝑛𝑛1 𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛2
𝑚𝑚

 

Where: 

N = the estimated population size 

n1 = the number of Silver Eyes caught and banded in Sample 1 

n2 = the total number of Silver Eyes (banded and unbanded) caught in Sample 2 

m = the number of Silver Eyes caught in Sample 2 that were banded in Sample 1 

 

 

 

a) Calculate the estimated population size of Silver Eyes in the woodlands. Show all your 
working. (2 marks) 
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b) Describe two (2) assumptions required for your estimate in part (a) above to be valid and 
suggest why this is the case. (4 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Explain the advantages of the sampling method, capture – recapture. (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 3   

A population of 22 mice lives in a wheat silo. 

During one week five mice die, 12 are born, two migrate out of the wheat silo and three migrate 
into the wheat silo. 

How many mice are in the wheat silo at the end of the week? Show all your working. (4 marks) 
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Answer Key - Practice Exam Questions 

Year 11 ATAR Human Biology 2020 | Topic: Populations 

Question 1 - Answer            

Biology students on a field trip to a local wetland took part in an activity to investigate an invasive 
weed, Giant reed (Arundo donax). 

They counted 142 individuals in ten (10) x 1m2 quadrats. 

a) Calculate the average population density of the Giant reed. Show full working. (3 marks) 

Description Mark 

One mark for each 

*Correctly demonstrates substitution of known values into operations 
(calculations) 

142 / 1 x 10 = 

*Demonstrates that they have performed the operation correctly 
(calculation) 

= 14.2 

*Includes units: Individual m2 

1-3 

Answer incorrect or incomplete 0 

 

b) Explain why different collection methods are used when measuring organism abundance. Give 
examples in your answer. (4 marks) 

Description Mark 

1 each Max 4 marks 

*Different organisms have different mobility  

*Different organisms have different habitats where they are found 

*Organisms that are sessile (don’t move fast or at all) abundance can be 
measured with  

 quadrats or transects. 

*Organisms that move (including fly) abundance can be measured by 
collecting them 

 with nets, beating or malaise traps 

*Ground dwelling organisms can be sampled by using pit fall traps 

1-4 

Answer incorrect or incomplete 0 
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Question 2 - Answer            

Two biologists needed to estimate the population size of the Silver Eye (Zosterops lateralis) bird 
population living in a local woodland. They caught some Silver Eyes with a net (Sample 1), placed a 
coloured band on each bird’s leg and then released them from where they had been caught. The 
following week they returned and caught more Silver Eyes (Sample 2). 

Some of the captured Silver Eyes had a coloured band from the first sampling and some did not. 
The results are shown below. 
 

 Numbers of Silver Eyes caught 
 Sample 1 Sample 2 
Number of captured 
Silver Eyes without band 

0 6 

Number of captured 
Silver Eyes with band 

8 4 

Total 8 10 
 

From the data above the population size of the Silver Eyes can be calculated using the formula: 

𝑁𝑁 =
𝑛𝑛1 𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛2
𝑚𝑚

 

Where: 

N = the estimated population size 

n1 = the number of Silver Eyes caught and banded in Sample 1 

n2 = the total number of Silver Eyes (banded and unbanded) caught in Sample 2 

m = the number of Silver Eyes caught in Sample 2 that were banded in Sample 1 

 

a) Calculate the estimated population size of Silver Eyes in the woodlands. Show all your 
working.  

Description Mark 

One mark for each 

*Correctly demonstrates substitution of known values into operations (Full working 
is evident) 

 *N = 20 birds in the population 

1-2 

Answer incorrect or incomplete 0 
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b) Describe two (2) assumptions required for your estimate in part (a) above to be valid and 
suggest why this is the case. 

Description Mark 

Any 2 of the following (one mark per description, 1 mark per satisfactory 
explanation) Max 4 marks 

*No birds were born during this period 

*No birds died during this period 

*No birds emigrated or immigrated during this period 

*Birds were not more likely to be disadvantaged by wearing the bands 

*Bands could not come off  

*Sufficient time was allowed for birds to reintegrate into the population 

*Birds were unharmed by the capture had the same change as other birds to be 
recaptured. 

1-4 

Answer incorrect or incomplete 0 

 

c) Explain the advantages of the sampling method of capture – recapture. 

Description Mark 

One mark for each Max 2 

*Method of tagging must not disadvantage tagged creature by making them more 

 likely to be preyed upon, excluded from the population or unable to move or gain 

 nutrition as they had done before. 

*Tagging method must last the duration of the sampling. 

*Any other applicable reason. 

1-2 

Answer incorrect or incomplete 0 
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Question 3 - Answer   

A population of 22 mice lives in a wheat silo. 

During one week five mice die, 12 are born, two migrate out of the wheat silo and three migrate 
into the wheat silo. 

How many mice are in the wheat silo at the end of the week? Show all of your working. (4 marks) 

Description Mark 

One mark for each Max 4 

*States formula for growth rate= (BR+IR) – (DR+ER) 

*Correctly demonstrates substitution of known values into operations   

*Growth Rate = 8 mice were added. 

*Population started at 22 so added 8. 

Therefore 30 mice are in the wheat silo at the end of the week 

1-4 

Answer incorrect or incomplete 0 
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